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Visibility & Sky Brightness

Complex Numbers:  

(real, imaginary) or (amplitude, phase) 

Amplitude: "how much" of a certain 
frequency component 

Phase: "where" this component is located 



Fourier Transform Pairs



(u, v) plane sampling

   Limited by: 

• number of telescopes 

• earth-sky geometry

Sample:

Inverse Fourier transform:

Dirty Beam:

Dirty Image:

Visibilities: (amplitude, phase)



Dirty Beam & Dirty Image



Fourier transform

Dirty Beam -> Clean Beam 
Dirty image -> Model

Clean Image

Visibilities

Deconvolve

Synthesis 
Calibrations

AnalysisClean



Bandpass Calibration

Gain Calibration

Flux Calibration

Prior Calibration

Synthesis Calibrations (to visibility data)

Bandpass Calibrator

Gain Calibrator(s)

Flux Calibrator

—> Freq.

—> phase & amp.

—> Flux



Beam
Primary Beam —> Field of View (for one single pointing) 

Dirty Beam 

Weighting —> Resolution 

!

!

!

!

!



Clean



CASA Tutorials
Basic Commands 

Data Structure: Measurement Set (MS) 

Data Reduction 

Examination 

Flagging 

Prior Calibration 

Main Calibration 

Clean 

Image Analysis



startup 

casapy / casapy — nologer 

casalogger 

casapy-YYYYMMDD-
HHMMSS.log 

casapy —logfile otherfile.log 

columns 

Time: generated time 

Priority: priority level 

casalog.filter('…') 

Origin: Task::Tool::Method 

Message: actual text 

features 

Search 

Filter 

View 

Insert message 

Copy 

Open

exit 

quit (ask 'y or n') 

exit 

CTRL-D 

help 

task? 

%pdoc task (cleanest) 

help task 

help 'task' 

help tool.methd 

help 

history 

Terminal commends 

!rm -r mydata.ms 

rm -r mydata.ms 

os.system('rm -r mydata.ms') 

rmtables('mydata.ms') 

View the task parameters 

inp task 

tget task & inp 

execute tasks 

task 

go 

task(…) 

execfile('myscript.py') 

execfile 'myscript.py' 

run myscript.py 

run task.last 

$: casapy -c 'myscript.py'

Basic 
Commands 



Data structure: Measurement Set (MS) 

browserdata 

$: casabrowser .

Measurement Set 
(MS) 
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Figure 1.8: Flow chart of the data processing operations that a general user will carry out in an
end-to-end CASA reduction session.

These are used to bring in your interferometer data, to be stored as a CASA Measurement set
(MS), and any previously made images or models (to be stored as CASA image tables).

The data import tasks will create a MS with a path and name specified by the vis parameter. See
§ 1.5.3 for more information on MS in CASA. The measurement set is the internal data format used
by CASA, and conversion from any other native format is necessary for most of the data reduction
tasks.

Once data is imported, there are other operations you can use to manipulate the datasets:

• concat — concatenate multiple MSs into a given or a new MS (§ 2.2.11)

Data import, export, concatenation, and selection detailed in Chapter 2.

Data Reduction (Flow Chart)



Load the data to CASA 

importuvfits (UVFITS, visibility data) 

importvla (VLA data) 

importasdm (ALMA data in ASDM format) 

importevla (JVLA/EVLA data in SDM format) 

importfits (FITS, image)

Data Examination 

listobs (summarize) 

plotants 

plotms (visibility data) 

viewer (image) 

plotcal (calibration solutions) 

vishead

1. Import

2. Examination



Examination: 
listobs



Examination:  
plotants



Examination: 
plotms (Visibility Data)



Examination: 
plotcal (calibration solutions)



Examination: 
viewer (Image Data)



Data flagging 

flagdata  

mode='manual' 

mode='list' 

mode='unflag' 

mode='summary' 

mode='clip' ('quack','shadow','elevation','tfcrop','rflag','extend') 

flagmanager (MS) 

mode='list'  

mode='save' 

mode='restore' 

mode='delete' 

mode='rename' 

flagcmd 

action='apply' ('unapply','list', 'plot','clear','extract') 

Interactive flagging (backup before do that) 

Auto-RFI flagging 

flagdata: mode='rflag' 

3. Flagging



Bandpass Calibration

Gain Calibration

Flux Calibration

Prior Calibration

4. Synthesis Calibrations



Prior Calibration

Bandpass Calibration

Gain Calibration

Flux Calibration

System Temperature & Switched-
Power Correction

Antenna Gain-Elevation Curve 
Calibration

Atmospheric Optical Depth 
Correction

Flux Density Scale (model)

Antenna-based Delay (sbd, mbd)

Antenna position offset Correction 



Prior Calibration

Bandpass Calibration

Gain Calibration

Flux Calibration

Antenna-Based ('inf')

Baseline-Based ('inf')

Phase-only ('int')



Prior Calibration

Bandpass Calibration

Gain Calibration

Flux Calibration Phase-only ('inf')

Phase & Amplitude ('inf')

Phase-only ('int')



Prior Calibration

Bandpass Calibration

Gain Calibration

Flux Calibration



Prior Calibration

Bandpass Calibration

Gain Calibration

Flux Calibration examination & flagging

Re-Do!

N

Y
Applycal



Important Tips: 

check & check 

take a note 

backup



Split

UV Continuum 
Subtraction

Continuum (.cont) Spectral Line (.contsub)

(clearcal)

Clean (mfs) Clean (velocity)

Mom(0,1,2) Spectrum …

Self-Cal Self-Cal

5. Synthesis Imaging



cell: pixel size  

imsize: 10*2^n (n=1,2,3,4,5,6….)   

weighting 

natural 

uniform & superuniform 

radial 

briggs 

robust: -2(uniform) — 2.0(natural) 

mode 

mfs 

velocity/channel/frequency 

psfmode 

'clark' algorithm (default) 

'hogbom' algorithm 

imagermode 

csclean 

mosaic 

threshold:  rms 

niter 

gain: 0.1 

multiscale 

mask 

interactive

imagename.image —> restored image 

imagename.flux —> effective response 

imagename.flux.pbcoverage —> PB coverage (ftmachine='mosaic') 

imagename.model —> model image (Jy/pix) 

imagename.residual —> residual image 

imagename.psf —> synthesized (dirty) beam
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Imaging weight w
i

of sample i is given by
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where the data weight !
i

is determined from �
i

is the rms noise on visibility i. When data is gridded
into the same uv-cell for imaging, the weights are summed, and thus a higher uv density results in
higher imaging weights. No sub-parameters are linked to this mode choice. It is the default imaging
weight mode, and it should produce “optimum” image with the lowest noise (highest signal-to-noise
ratio). Note that this generally produces images with the poorest angular resolution, since the
density of visibilities falls radially in the uv-plane

5.2.12.2 ’uniform’ weighting

For weighting = ’uniform’, the data weights are calculated as in ’natural’ weighting. The
data is then gridded to a number of cells in the uv-plane, and after all data is gridded the uv-cells
are re-weighted to have “uniform” imaging weights. This pumps up the influence on the image of
data with low weights (they are multiplied up to be the same as for the highest weighted data),
which sharpens resolution and reduces the sidelobe level in the field-of-view, but increases the rms
image noise. No sub-parameters are linked to this mode choice.

For uniform weighting, we first grid the inverse variance !
i

for all selected data onto a grid with
uv cell-size given by 2/FOV where FOV is the specified field of view (defaults to the image field
of view). This forms the gridded weights W

k

. The weight of the i-th sample is then:

w
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W
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5.2.12.3 ’superuniform’ weighting

The weighting = ’superuniform’ mode is similar to the ’uniform’ weighting mode but there is
now an additional npixels sub-parameter that specifies a change to the number of cells on a side
(with respect to uniform weighting) to define a uv-plane patch for the weighting renormalization.
If npixels=0 you get uniform weighting.

5.2.12.4 ’radial’ weighting

The weighting = ’radial’ mode is a seldom-used option that increases the weight by the radius
in the uv-plane, i.e.
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Technically, I would call that an inverse uv-taper since it depends on uv-coordinates and not on the
data per-se. Its e↵ect is to reduce the rms sidelobes for an east-west synthesis array. This option
has limited utility.
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5.2.12.5 ’briggs’ weighting

The weighting = ’briggs’ mode is an implementation of the flexible weighting scheme developed
by Dan Briggs in his PhD thesis. See:

http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/dissertations/dbriggs/

This choice brings up the sub-parameters:

weighting = ’briggs’ # Weighting to apply to visibilities
robust = 0.0 # Briggs robustness parameter
npixels = 0 # number of pixels to determine uv-cell size 0=> field of view

The actual weighting scheme used is:

w
i

=
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i

1 + W
k

f2

(5.9)

where W
k

is defined as in uniform and superuniform weighting, and

f2 =
(5 ⇤ 10�R)2P
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and R is the robust parameter.

The key parameter is the robust parameter, which sets R in the Briggs equations. The scaling of
R is such that R = 0 gives a good trade-o↵ between resolution and sensitivity. The robust R takes
value between �2.0 (close to uniform weighting) to 2.0 (close to natural).

Superuniform weighting can be combined with Briggs weighting using the npixels sub-parameter.
This works as in ’superuniform’ weighting (§ 5.2.12.3).

5.2.12.6 ’briggsabs’ weighting

For weighting=’briggsabs’, a slightly di↵erent Briggs weighting is used, with

w
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R2 + 2�2

R

(5.11)

where R is the robust parameter and �
R

is the noise parameter.

This choice brings up the sub-parameters:

weighting = ’briggsabs’ # Weighting to apply to visibilities
robust = 0.0 # Briggs robustness parameter
noise = ’0.0Jy’ # noise parameter for briggs weighting when rmode=’abs’
npixels = 0 # number of pixels to determine uv-cell size 0=> field of view

Otherwise, this works as weighting=’briggs’ above (§ 5.2.12.5).
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Image analysis & viewing  (image cube) 

moment (immoment) 

spectral line fitting (specfit) 

P-V diagram (impv) 

image-component fitting (imfit) 

image convolution (imsmooth) 

continumm subtraction (imcontsub) 

(imhead)  

statistics (imstat) 

math (immath) 

regride (imregrid) 

redefine the velocity frame (imreframe) 

…



Self-calibration 

Mosaic 

task 'clean' 

imagermode='mosaic' 

ftmachine='ft' —> slow (weighted combination of images) 

ftmachine='mosaic'(default)  

    —> fast (gridded onto a single uv-plane —> single output image) 

    —> needed primary beam correction  

    —> twice as big as necessary to encompass the mosaic 

minpb 

phasecenter 

Toolkit 'MEM'



Thanks!


